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One-Cycle Control of Switching Converters
Keyue M. Smedley, Member, IEEE, and Slobodan Cuk, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract-A new large-signal nonlinear control technique is perturbations in one cycle. This condition may be feasible in
proposed to control the duty-ratio d of a switch such that in each the case of a buck converter with a constant control reference.
cycle the average value of a switched variable of the switching In general, the falling slope of the inductor current of a
converter is exactly equal to or proportional to the control
reference in the steady-state or in a transient. One-Cycle Control switching converter is a function of some dynamic states;
rejects power source perturbations in one switching cycle; the therefore, it is not possible for the artificial ramp to match
average value of the switched variable follows the dynamic refer- the falling slope of the inductor current in a transient. Due
ence in one switching cycle; and the controller corrects switching to this mismatch, current-mode control is unable to reject the
errors in one switching cycle. There is no steady-state error nor power source perturbation in one switching cycle. In any case,
dynamic error between the control reference and the average
value of the switched variable. Experiments with a constant if the control reference is a variable, current mode control is
frequency buck converter have demonstrated the robustness unable to follow the control reference or reject power source
of the control method and verified the theoretical predictions. perturbations in one cycle no matter what artificial ramp is
This new control method is very general and applicable to all chosen and what type of converter is used.
types of pulse-width-modulated,resonant-based,or soft-switched
In a feedforward buck converter, the power source voltage
switching converters for either voltage or current control in
directly
controls the duty-ratio before the output voltage error
continuous or discontinuous conduction mode. Furthermore, it
can be used to control any physical variable or abstract signal occurs. It may be able to isolate the output from the power
that is in the form of a switched variable or can be converted to source perturbation if the feedforward parameter is precisely
the form of a switched variable.
designed and the switches are ideal. In reality, switches have
turn-on and turn-off transients and an on-state voltage drop;
hence, this scheme is not able to accurately reject the power
WITCHING converters are pulsed nonlinear dynamic sys- source perturbation.
tems. Such systems under proper pulsed nonlinear control
The ASDTIC converter introduced in [6] has a capacitor
should be more robust, have faster dynamic response, and inverter that changes the unregulated power source voltage
provide better rejection of power-source perturbation than the into a triangular waveform, “balanced AC waveform.” The
same systems under linear feedback control. There has been balanced AC waveform is rectified to form a train of unipolar
a continuous effort in the power electronics community to triangles. A lowpass filter follows the rectifier to smooth the
search for large-signal nonlinear schemes to control switching output waveform. The output voltage is controlled by adjusting
converters.
the repetition rate of the triangle train. The control circuit
In conventional feedback control, the duty-ratio is linearly includes an integrator that continuously integrates the error
modulated in a direction that reduces the error. When the between the switched variable and the control reference in
power source voltage is perturbed, for example by a large order to obtain zero average error in one switching cycle. In [7]
step up, the duty-ratio control does not see the change instan- an attempt was made to extend this control technique to control
taneously since the error signal must change first. Therefore choppers at a constant switching frequency. In the steady-state,
a typical transient overshoot will be observed at the output this continuous integration method guarantees that the average
voltage. The duration of the transient is dictated by the loop- value of the switched variable equals the control reference.’
gain bandwidth. A large number of switching cycles is required However, it takes many switching cycles to reach a new
before the steady-state is regained.
steady-state after a transient. This method is similar to the
In current-mode control [3]-[5], a constant frequency clock continuous-time linear integral control, which yields a zero
turns the switch on at the beginning of each switching cycle. steady-state error but a non-zero dynamic error. In addition, it
The switch current starts growing until it reaches the control is not stable when the duty-ratio is greater than or equal to 0.5.
reference, then the comparator changes its state and turns the
Sliding-mode control [SI is a nonlinear control method that
transistor off. An artificial ramp is generally applied in order defines sliding surface passing through a desired operating
to eliminate the oscillation that occurs when the duty-ratio point. The trajectories of the two switch states reach the sliding
is greater than or equal to 0.5. Theoretically, if the artificial surface from opposite sides and their velocity vectors have
ramp is chosen to be exactly equal to the falling slope s f of non-zero normal components in the vicinity of the sliding
the inductor current, the system will reject the power source surface (reach condition). The switch flips after the motion
reaches the hysteresis, A < o < A, of the sliding surface
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Fig. 2. One-cycle control of buck converter.
Fig. I .

The buck converter.

surface within the constant hysteresis. The system motion
11. ONE-CYCLECONTROL
converges to the desired operating point if the average of
The new control concept is presented on a buck converter
the tangential components of the velocity vectors in every
as
an example. This concept is generalized to control a switch
switching cycle points toward the operating point (converge
for
any form of signal, e.g. physical, electrical, mechanical,
condition). Usually, the motion converges to the operation
etc.
Further analysis is given for the discontinuous conduction
point after many switching cycles; and the switching frequency
condition
and for the automatic switching error correction
is variable. If a variable hysteresis is used to envelope the
feature.
system motion, the switching frequency can be fixed [9]. In
general, a global sliding surface that satisfies both the reach
A. One-Cycle Control Concept
condition and the converge condition may not exist.
A new nonlinear control technique, One-Cycle Control [ 13,
A simple buck converter is shown in Fig. 1. The dc power
[ 2 ] , is introduced for constant switching frequency operation. source voltage is ug and the switch S is operated with a
This technique takes advantage of the pulsed and nonlinear constant frequency f s = l/T,. When the transistor is on, the
nature of switching converters and achieves instantaneous diode is off, and the diode-voltage U, equals the power source
dynamic control of the average value of a switched variable, voltage ug. When the transistor is off, the diode is on, and the
e.g., voltage or current; more specifically it takes only one diode-voltage U, is zero. The power source voltage is chopped
switching cycle for the average value of the switched variable by the switch resulting in a switched variable U,. The LC lowto reach a new steady-state after a transient. There is no steady- pass filter transmits the average of the switched variable to
state error nor dynamic error between the control reference the output while rejecting most of the undesirable switching
and the average value of the switched variable. This technique frequency components. Therefore, the output voltage contains
provides fast dynamic response, excellent power source pertur- the desired DC value dug and a small residual switching ripple.
bation rejection, robust performance, and automatic switching
Close observation of the switched variable leads to a simple
error correction. This technique can be extended to control fact. The output voltage of the buck converter is the average
variable frequency switches. The One-Cycle Control technique value of the switched variable, in this case the diode-voltage,
is general and it is suitable for the control of pulse-width- that equals the area under each of the diode-voltage pulses
modulated (PWM) converters and resonant-based converters divided by the switching period.
for either voltage or current control.
An application of a One-Cycle Controlled current-switch
was reported in 1101 based on [l] and [2]; however, the
authors created a new name “Charge Control” disguising its
true origin: One-Cycle Control.
This observation provoked a new control scheme for conExtensions and applications of One-Cycle Control reported stant switching frequency converters as shown in Fig. 2.
in [ l I]-[ 141 have demonstrated the power of the One-Cycle A constant frequency clock turns on the transistor at the
Control method.
beginning of each switching period. The diode-voltage is
The One-Cycle Control theory is developed in Section 11. integrated and compared with a control reference. As soon
Experimental results are provided that verify the feasibility of as the integrated diode-voltage reaches the control reference,
One-Cycle Control in Section 111. The One-Cycle Control tech- the comparator changes its state. As a result, the transistor is
nique is generalized to control variable frequency switches, in turned off and the integrator is reset to zero.
Section IV. Conclusions and further discussions are given in
If the control reference is constant, then the average of the
Section V.
diode-voltage is constant and so is the output voltage as shown
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Fig. 3. Constant control reference.
Fig. 4.

in Fig. 3. The slope of the integration is directly proportional to
the power source voltage. The integration value is continuously
compared with the constant control reference. When the power
source voltage is higher, the slope of the integration is steeper;
therefore, the integration value reaches the control reference
faster. As a result, the duty-ratio is smaller. When the power
source voltage is lower, the duty-ratio is larger.
If the control reference is a function of time, then the
average of the diode-voltage is equal to the time variant
control reference in each cycle. Fig. 4 shows the case where
the control reference changes its value with a single step up.
The integration value of the diode-voltage keeps up with the
control reference immediately.
With this control scheme, the duty-ratio d is determined by

Variable control reference.

Fig. 5. The switch function.

B. One-Cycle Control Theory

A switch operates according to the switch function k ( t ) at
a frequency fs = l / T s ,

k(t)=

The duty-ratio d of the current switching cycle is independent of the state of previous switching cycles; therefore, the
transient of the average value of the switched variable, the
diode-voltage, is completed within one switching cycle. The
name which most appropriately defines this new nonlinear
control scheme is One-Cycle Control.
The duty-ratio governed by (2) is a nonlinear function of
the power source voltage and the control reference. With this
nonlinear control, the output voltage of the buck converter
becomes a linear function of the control reference independent
of the power source voltage,
vref

v, =
1

L
+ -s
+ LCS2
R

(3)

In the case when there is an input filter in front of a buck
converter, the control-to-output transfer function will have a
maximum phase shift of 540" due to the existence of the righthalf-plane zeros, which makes conventional feedback-control
difficulty, especially when the comer frequency of the input
filter is on top of the comer frequency of the output filter.
With One-Cycle Control, the dynamics of the converter are
made insensitive to the input filter; hence, the control-to-output
transfer function is equivalent to a second order system of the
output filter. Therefore, an output feedback loop can be easily
implemented when it is necessary.

c

1 O<t<TON
0 TOx<t<Ts.

(4)

In each cycle, the switch is on for a time duration TONand
is off for a time duration TOFF,
where TON TOFF= Ts.
The duty-ratio d = T o N / Tis
~ modulated by an analog control
reference w r e f ( t ) . The input signal z ( t ) at the input node of
the switch is chopped by the switch and transferred to the
output node of the switch to form a switched variable y(t).
The frequency and the pulse width of the switched variable
y(t) is the same as that of the switch function k ( t ) , while the
envelope of the switched variable y ( t ) is the same as the input
signal x ( t ) , as shown in Fig. 5

+

Y(t) = k ( t ) x ( t ) .

(5)

Suppose the switch frequency fs is much higher than the
frequency bandwidth of either the input signal x ( t ) or the
control reference w,,f(t); then the effective signal carried in
the switch output, i.e. the average of the switched variable is
1
Y(t) = T,

/

TON

4 t ) dt

(6)

0

1

= x ( t )Ts
-J'

TON
0

=x(t)d(t).

dt

(7)
(8)

The switched variable y(t) at the output node of the switch
is the product of the input signal z ( t )and the duty-ratio d ( t ) ;
therefore, the switch is nonlinear.
If the duty-ratio of the switch is modulated such that the
integration of the switched variable at the switch output is
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Fig. 6. The one-cycle controlled constant frequency switch.

exactly equal to the integration of the control reference in
each cycle, i.e.

I ,

1

Fig. 7. The waveforms of the one-cycle controlled constant frequency
switch.

A

(9)
then the average value of the switched variable at the switch
output is exactly equal to control reference in each cycle, since
the switching period is constant. Therefore, the average of
the switched variable is instantaneously controlled within one
cycle, i.e.
1 TON
Y(t) = T ,
Xc(t) dt

='I

T
S

vref(t) dt = vref(t).
(10)
Ts
The technique to control switches according to this concept is
defined as the One-Cycle Control technique. With One-Cycle
Control, the effective output signal of the switch is

~ ( t=)vref(t).

(11)

The switch fully rejects the input signal and linearly all-passes
the control reference wref; therefore, the One-Cycle Control
technique turns a non-linear switch into a linear path.
The implementation circuit for One-Cycle Control led
constant-frequency switch is shown in Fig. 6. The key
component of the One-Cycle Control technique is the
integrator and the resetter. The integration starts the moment
when the switch is turned on by the fixed frequency clock
pulse. The integration value,
vint

=k

.I'

~ ( tdt)

(12)

0

tl

t2

t3

ti

Fig. 8. One-cycle control of buck converter at discontinuous conducting
condition.

Since the switch period T, is constant and K = l/kTs is
a constant, the average value of the switched variable at the
switch output y(t) is guaranteed to be
1 dT.*
~ ( t=)T ,
X ( t ) dt = KTjref(t)
(14)

Jo

in each cycle. Fig. 7 shows the operating waveforms of the
circuit, when vref = constant.
Note that any physical or signal switch can be One-Cycle
Controlled, i.e. the switched variable can be any switched
physical variable or abstract signal.

is compared with the control reference vref( t )instantaneously,
where k is a constant. At the instant when the integration value
vint reaches the control reference vref(t),the controller sends
C. Discontinuous Conduction Mode
a aommand to the switch to change it from the on state to the
One-CYcle Control is Preserved when the Converter operates
off state. At the same time, the controller resets the integrator.
to 1p r o . The duty-ratio d = ToN/Tsof the present cycle is under the condition of discontinuous conduction, provided the
Y

determined by the following equation:
k

ldTs

x ( t ) d t = vref(t).

(13)

integrator reset time is smaller than the inductor discharge
time. Take the buck converter shown in Fig. 1 as an example.
The diode-voltage in the discontinuous mode is shown in
Fig. 8. At t = tl, the transistor is turned OFF, the inductor
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Fig. 9. Switching error correction.

current starts to decrease. During the time from t l to t 2 , the
diode conducts; therefore, the diode-voltage is U, = 0. At t =
t 2 , the inductor runs out of current, while the transistor is still
OFF. During the time from t 2 to t 3 , the diode-voltage is equal
to the output voltage. The integration starts immediately when
the diode-voltage arises. At t = t 3 , the switch is turned ON by
the clock, the diode-voltage jumps to the power source voltage
level, and the integration slope jumps up accordingly. When
the integrated diode-voltage reaches the control reference, the
switch is turned off.
vint

= k(1:

U,

dt

+

13t4

ug d t ) = u,,f.

(15)

The output voltage 210 equals the average value of the diodevoltage over the switch cycle; therefore, One-Cycle Control
remains valid even if the switching converter operates in the
discontinuous mode.
D. Automatic Switching Error Correction

In the above analysis, it is assumed that the switches
of converters are ideal. In reality, switches will have finite
switching time and finite on-state voltage. With One-Cycle
Control, these switching errors are automatically corrected,
providing the integrator reset time is substantially smaller than
the switching time of the switch. Take the buck converter
shown in Fig. 1 as an example, the transistor has finite turn-on
and turn-off time and the diode has a voltage drop across it
while it is conducting. The integrator integrates the transistor
tum-off transient, the diode on-state voltage, the transistor
tum-on transient, and the diode off-state voltage as shown
in Fig. 9. The output of the integrator is compared with the
control reference such that the controller tums off the transistor
when the integrated value reaches the control reference. The
average value of the diode voltage is equal to the control
reference in each cycle regardless of the switching errors.
E. Comparison with the ASDTIC Control
One-Cycle Control is sometimes incorrectly confused with
ASDTIC control 171, since both the One-Cycle Control method
and the ASDTIC control method use an integrator. However,
a more detailed comparison, outlined below, clearly exposes

Fig. 1 1 .

The transient waveform of the ASDTIC control when d < 0.5.

the fundamental differences between the two control methods
and their different performance characteristics.
The constant frequency ASDTIC circuit [7] is shown in
Fig. 10. The power source voltage ug is chopped by the
switch to form the switched variable U,. The clock signal sets
the FlipFlop, which subsequently tums on the switch. The
summation of the control reference -k,v,,f and the switched
variable k,u, is integrated continuously. The output of the
integrator is compared with a threshold signal and it produces
a reset signal for the Flip/Flop when the integrated error during
that switching cycle reaches zero, which subsequently tums off
the switch. The duty-ratio of the switch in the present cycle is
determined by some states and the duty-ratio of the previous
cycle:

This dependence on the history certainly ensures that a
transient will last more than one switching cycle and may
lead to instability.
For example, if the control reference is constant while the
power source voltage u9 is perturbed by a step function, the
integration slope is immediately affected by the step function
and so is the duty-ratio d . Suppose the duty-ratio before
the step up transient is d o , the duty-ratio during the step-up
transient is d k , where k indicates the kth cycle after the step
UP and A = u,,f/ug - v,,f.
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Fig. 14. One-cycle control of buck converter.

This history independence is the result of the resetter that
clears the history in each cycle. Therefore One-Cycle Control
led switch is robust in any of the above operating conditions.
In addition, by employing One-Cycle Control, a .transient of
a switched variable lasts for only one switching cycle. There
is no steady-state error nor dynamic error between the control
reference and the average value of the switched variable.

1
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Fig. 13. The transient waveform of the ASDTIC control when d > 0.5

When A = ur,f/ug - ur,f is less than 1, i.e. the expected
duty-ratio d < 0.5, the transient converges to the new steadystate after many switching cycles as illustrated in Fig. 11.
This control method is able to achieve zero output error in
the steady-state, but only after many switching cycles. During
a transient, this control method is unable to reach the new
steady-state in one switching cycle. Therefore, it yields a
zero steady-state error but a non-zero dynamic error between
the control reference and the average value of the switched
variable.
When A = u,,~/ug - u,,f is equal to I, i.e. the expected
duty-ratio d = 0.5, the transient does not converge; instead, it
undergoes a subharmonic oscillation as shown in Fig. 12.
When A = zt,,f/ug - U,,, is greater than 1, i.e. the expected
duty-ratio d > 0.5, the transient does not converge and the
control circuit losses its control as shown in Fig. 13.
The subharmonic oscillation and the instability were previously recognized by the ASDTIC inventor himself, who
imposed a limit on the allowable duty-ratios to avoid this
problem [7].
In contrast, the duty-ratio of the switch in the One-Cycle
Control method purely depends on the states of the current
switching cycle, i.e.

111. ONE-CYCLE
CONTROL
EXPERIMENTS
Experiments were conducted to study the feasibility of OneCycle Control. The circuit used for the experiments is shown
in Fig. 14. The operating condition for the experiments is V, =
1 5 V , f , = 30 kHz,L = 0.48 m H . C = 30 p F , R = 25 0. A,
B, C, D, and E are the test points used in the experiments.
A pulse from a constant frequency clock turns the transistor on and activates the integrator at the beginning of
each switching cycle. The diode-voltage is fed back to an
integrator. The integration value starts growing from zero and
is compared with the control reference instantly. When the
output voltage of the integrator reaches the control reference,
the transistor is immediately turned off so that the average
value of the switched variable in that cycle is exactly equal
to or proportional to the control reference, and the integration
is reset to zero so that the integration value is zero for the
beginning of the next cycle.
In each cycle, the diode-voltage waveform may be different;
however, as long as the area under the diode-voltage waveform in each cycle equals the control reference, instantaneous
control of the switched variable, the diode-voltage U,, is
achieved.
A. Rejection to Power Source Perturbation
Suppose the control reference and the load are constant
while the power source voltage ug is perturbed by an arbitrary
pattern. The changing diode-voltage is integrated and the slope
of the integrated diode-voltage changes immediately when
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Fig. 17. Prediction of following the control reference and rejecting the power
source perturbation.
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Fig. 16. Measurement of rejection to power source perturbations.
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changes occur in the diode-voltage. Therefore, the power
source directly and instantly affects the duty-ratio d such
that the integration of the diode-voltage is constant in each
cycle.
In Fig. 15 the power source voltage is stepped up while
the transistor is on. The slope of the integration changes
immediately; therefore, the speed to reach the control reference
is adjusted instantaneously in order to keep the integrated
value of the diode-voltage equal to the control reference. It is
predicted that this control technique completely rejects power
source perturbations.
Experiment I : The response of the diode-voltage to a stepup perturbation of the power source voltage was measured.
A step-up function from 10-20 V was injected into the
power source voltage wg at Point C, while the load and
the control reference were held constant. The response of
the integrator vint was measured at Point E. Note that the
power source voltage has been scaled down by a factor
of two in order to fit on the plot shown in Fig. 16. The
spikes on the power source voltage are caused by the nonzero impedance of the power source. These spikes did not
influence the average value of the diode-voltage, because the
spikes are included in the integration that is compared to
the reference voltage. The power source voltage stepped up
while the transistor was on and the slope of the integration of
that cycle changed immediately; therefore, the duty-ratio was
adjusted instantaneously.

Fig. 18. Measurement of following the control reference and rejecting the
power source perturbation.

B. Following the Control Reference

Suppose the power source voltage and the control reference
are both time dependent. For example, the power source
voltage has a step up perturbation while the control reference
varies sinusoidaly. The slope of the integration becomes
steeper when the amplitude of the power source voltage
steps up. No matter how the integration slope changes, the
integration value always keeps up with the sinusoidal control
reference in each cycle. Therefore, the average value of the
diode-voltage should not see the power source perturbation
and it follows the control reference in one cycle, as predicted
in Fig. 17.
Experiment 2: The capability of the diode-voltage to reject a step-up power source perturbation while following a
sinusoidal varying control reference was measured. A step-up
function from 10-20 V was injected into the power source
voltage at Point C, while the control reference was vaned
with a sinusoid wave w,,f = 3.1 1.2 sin ut, f = 10 kHz, at
Point A. The output response of the integrator was measured
at Point E. Note that the power source voltage has been scaled
down by a factor of two in order to fit on the plot shown
in Fig. 18. The slope of the integration changed immediately
when the power source voltage stepped up. The envelope of

+
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Fig. 19. The one-cycle controlled constant OFF-time switch

the integration waveform kept up with the control reference
exactly. Therefore, the average of the diode-voltage was not
influenced by the power source disturbance and was fully
controlled by the control reference.

Iv. EXTENSION
OF ONE-CYCLE CONTROL
The One-Cycle Control technique conceived for the constant
frequency switching converter is extended to control any type
of switch. Four types of switches are considered here:

Fig. 20. The waveforms of the one-cycle controlled constant OFF-time
switch.

At the instant when vint reaches zero, the comparator
changes its state from low to high, which triggers the monostable multivibrator to high and turns the switch off. The present
switching cycle is completed and the switch starts the next
cycle.
The ON-time T O N of the present cycle is determined by the
following equation:

+

I constant frequency I variable I variable I constant I
constant ON-time

constant

variable

variable

constant OFF-time

variable

constant

variable

variable

variable

variable

variable

Since the OFF-time TOFFof the switch is constant and the
ON-time TONis controlled, the average value of the waveform
at the switch output y ( t ) is guaranteed to be
1 TOFF+TON
y ( t ) = T,
x ( t )d t = w r e f ( t )
(21)

.I,,,

in each cycle, where TOFF
is constant and T, is time variable.
Fig. 20 shows the operating waveforms of the circuit.
A constant OFF-time switch is used to describe the extenThe ASDTIC control [6] fits into constant ON-time switch
sion of this technique. The constant ON-time and the variable category. The basic Delta modulation [17] fits into variable
switches can be implemented in a similar way.
switching category.
For a constant OFF-time switch, TOFFis constant. The
Although the average value of the switched variable is equal
object of One-Cycle Control is to adjust the ON-time TON to or proportional to the control reference in each switching
in each cycle, such that the average value of the switched cycle, the switching frequency can vary drastically under large
variable is exactly equal to the control reference.
signal dynamics. Therefore, in this extension, it is not justified
The implementation circuit for One-Cycle Control of a to claim zero dynamic error, since a frequency modulation of
constant OFF-time switch is shown in Fig. 19. The monostable the signal is present.
multivibrator generates a constant pulse width, which is inverted by an inverter. The integration is started the moment the
V. CONCLUSION
switch is turned off. From t = 0 to t = T o F F , uincreases.
~~~
A large-signal nonlinear control technique, One-Cycle ConWhen the monostable multivibrator changes its state from high
trol,
is developed to dynamically control the duty-ratio d of
to low, the switch is turned on. From t = TOFFto t = T,, wint
a
switch,
such that in each cycle the average of the switched
decreases.
variable at the switch output is exactly equal to or proportional
to the control reference. Theoretically, converters with OneCycle Control are capable of rejecting the power source
perturbations completely: the average value of the switched
variable at the switch output node is able to follow the
control reference within one cycle: and the switching error is

SMEDLEY AND CUK: ONE-CYCLE CONTROL OF SWITCHING CONVERTERS

automatically corrected within one cycle. There is no steadystate error nor dynamic error between the control reference
and the average value of the switched variable.
When the One-Cycle Control technique is used to control a
discrete switch, i.e. the input signal and the control reference
of the switch are independent variables, One-Cycle Control
is globally stable, since the duty-ratio of the switch in the
One-Cycle Control method purely depends on the states of
the current switching cycle. When a switch is embedded in a
complex system such as the Cuk converter, the input signal
of the switch may be a function of the output signal of the
switch. In this case, a systematic method for global dynamic
analysis and design using the Switching Flow-Graph method
[15] is presented in [16].
The experiments with a One-Cycle Control led buck converter in this work yielded a very close match between the
experimental measurements and the theoretical predictions.
The One-Cycle Control technique is very general and directly applicable to pulse-width-modulated, resonant-based,
soft-switched switching converters, inverters, and rectifiers, for
either voltage or current control in continuous or discontinuous
conduction mode. Furthermore, it can be used to control any
physical variable and abstract signal that is in the form of a
switched variable or can be converted to the form of a switched
variable.
The One-Cycle Control concept is straightforward and its
implementation circuits are simple, yet it provides excellent
control.
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